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FIJI VOLUNTEERS HAVE A NEW THRONE
Frontier-Fiji expect living conditions on camp to be basic, but
we never thought that they’d go as far as they did to create a
little bit of luxury away from home! Last week, the group undertook the monumental task of recovering a giant concrete
toilet “throne” from the ocean’s ﬂoor. This recovery operation put the team’s diving skills (and muscles) to the test as
they lugged the giant to the surface and then dragged it to the
camp, where it will replace the old long-drop style toilet. Everyone on camp assures us that it was well worth the effort!

EXPLORING THE UNKNOWN ON SAT-CAMP IN MADAGASCAR
This phase, Frontier-Madagascar marine volunteers were put
to the test as they undertook an eight-day satellite camp to a
previously unexplored area of Diego Bay. Everyone enjoyed
this incredible opportunity to discover new forms of marine
life and explore uncharted underwater caves and coral reefs.
At the end of the satellite camp the volunteers returned to
camp exhausted and ﬁlthy but incredibly happy. Afterwards,
they were rewarded with a “cowboys and Indians”-themed
party night that continued long into the night.

A FAIRYTALE ENCOUNTER WITH NICARAGUAN SCHOOLCHILDREN
Our Nicaragua volunteers all agree that the best part of their
expedition so far was the trip that they took to a local school,
where they helped schoolchildren design props and costumes
for a fairytale production, which the students later performed
for the Frontier-Nicaragua team. As Claire Baldwin said,“Most
of us came here to work with turtles or monkeys and never
expected working with these kids to be so much fun! One of
the students that I worked with gave me a bracelet at the end
of the day. I’ll keep it forever!”
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